A series of numerical experiments on mantle flow and melting predict a positive relation between mantle temperature and crustal thickness. The models also demonstrate that crust formed at slow spreading rates is more sensitive to variations in mantle temperature than crust formed at fast rates so that the range of calculatrd thicknesses is much greater for crust formed at slower rates. An instantaneous mantle temperature increase results in a transient pulse of melt production that is also more pronounced at slower spreading rates. The predicted behavior is caused by the interplay between mantle flow driven by plate separation and that driven by thermal, compositional, and melt-related buoyancy. A temperature increase results in a decrease in mantle viscosity and an increase in the depth at which melting begins. A lower viscosity leads to stronger buoyancy-driven flow that carries more mantle to shallow depths below the ridge. Thermal buoyancy effects, which may result in cooling and mixing of depleted and undepleted material under the ridge, appear to be of greater importance at slower spreading rates. The steady state results are broadly consistent with global compilations of oceanic crustal thickness that show larger 'variations in crustal thickness at slower spreading rates than at faster rates. Thicknesses estimated from seismic refraction data from crust formed within a single segment of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge but at different spreading rates (1.0 to 1.9 cm/yr) are consistent with (but do not prove) the model results. The transient pulse of melt production associated with a rapid increase in mantle temperature might occur when a ridge becomes proximal to a hot spot.
INTRODUCTION
It is widely conceded that the total thickness and gross layer structure of oceanic crust derived from seismic refraction measurements appears to be almost insensitive to changes in spreading rate [White, 1984; White et al., 1992] . A recent compilation of crustal thickness estimates made during the past two decades using data collected away from elevated platea.us [Chen, 1992] shows no systematic change in crustal thickness with spreading rate. Instead, the data show large variations in crustal thickness at slow spreading rates and comparatively smaller variations in thickness for crust produced at faster rates (Figure 1 ). .Oceanic crust created at spreading centers is the result of pressure release partial melting of mantle that upwells beneath ridges as a consequence of plate separation [e.g., Oxburgh, 1980] . While faster spreading must lead to a greater amount of melting, the implication of a constant crustal thickness is that the amount of melt produced per unit of plate separation is also constant. These processes can be simulated in numerical experiments on partial melting and melt migration in the mantle [Ribe, 1985; Spiegelman and McKenzie, 1987 [1993] showed that buoyancy-driven flow might influence the dependence of crustal thickness on spreading rate. In this contribution we examine numerical predictions of the dependence of crustal thickness on several mantle parameters, with an emphasis on temperature and spreading rate. We then attempt to match model predictions to the results of marine seismic experiments that are sufficiently well controlled that they might test the theoretical predictions. We find that few data of this type exist; analysis of a moderately well constrained data set does not lead to a very compelling test of the model predictions. ultramafic partial melts [Cheadle, 1989] (Figure 1) . The point at which the curves in Figure 3 intersect depends on mantle parameters such as permeability and viscosity; the present calculation assumes a mantle of low permeability, corresponding to 0.2 mm grain size, and a reference viscosity of 1029 Pa s (see also below). In this case, if the regional temperature of upwelling mantle is reduced below 1317øC (negative ATto) a greater thickness crust is produced for fast spreading than for slow spreading. The effect is opposite for potenti.al temperatures greater than 1317øC (positive ATto).
Thus detailed interpretations of comparative relationships between crustal thickness and spreading rate at any mantle temperature also requires consideration of other mantle properties.
The effects of variations in mantle viscosity (go) are shown in Figure 4 . Higher viscosity results in a reduction in mantle flow into the region where melting occurs, so less melt is created and thinner crust is formed. Crustal thickness produced for go of l0 is Pa s is larger than that at go of 10 •9 Pa s (case of Figure   3 ), which is larger again than the crustal thicknesses for go of 1020 Pa s. The curves for fast and slow spreading rates always intersect as they did in the initial calculation (Figure 3 ), but the point of intersection moves to higher temperatures as viscosity increases.
The physical phenomenon described by the curves in Figure 4 is the effect of buoyancy-driven flow on melt production [Scott, 1993; Su and Buck, 1993] . For any given set of mantle conditions, buoyancy-driven flow is more important at slow spreading rates [Su and Buck, 1993] . This effect is shown by the solid, steeper slope curve in Figure 4 . Additionally, as viscosity increases, the mantle becomes increasingly resistant to flow.
As a result, the slopes of each mantle temperature/crustal thickness curves reduce with increasing viscosity. At very high viscosity the curves exhibit less of a spreading rate dependence because the effect of buoyancydriven flow on crustal production is suppressed.
The effect of variations in mantle permeability on ihe behavior of the system is illustrated in Figure 5 in importance at higher mantle temperatures results from the enhanced relative effect of buoyancy-driven flow at slower spreading rates. The results hold that for a given mantle temperature, crustal thickness generally increases as spreading rate decreases until a value of about 1.5 cm/yr is reached and then rapidly decreases. The effect of spreading rate on crustal thickness is more pronounced at higher mantle temperatures. Figures 7a and 7b ). The dashed line shows the result for an instantaneous inflow temperature increase to 1325øC, and the dotted line shows the result for 1350øC.
Considerations of Boundary Conditions and
Nearly instantaneous inflow temperature increases might occur in nature when a ridge becomes proximal to a hot spot. The effect of a sudden increase in temperature is to cause an initially large increase in the crustal thickness followed by a smaller, steady state change. Again, the effect is much larger at slow spreading rates (Figure 7a ) than at fast rates (Figure 7b) . Following the transient reduction, the crustal thicknesses once again approach steady state solutions comparable to those determined at the end of the second phase. The range of crustal thicknesses remains much greater for the slow spreading case than the fast spreading case, as we initially determined from the previous steady state calculations (Figure 6 ).
It is initially surprising that the steady state crustal thicknesses calculated for the case of Tm=1300øC at the end of the second and third phases are not only less than the thickness at the beginning of each phase but are also less than the steady state thickness at the end of the first phase even though we allow more driving forces (buoyancy terms) after the first phase (Figures 7a and 7b) . This occurs for both the fast and slow spreading cases. To investigate these results, we consider flow depletion patterns for these different steady state solutions for the slow spreading case (Figures 8a and 8b) The observational data show no more structure than those complied by Chen [1992] . The principal reason is that the effects of mantle temperature and spreading rate, which both influence crustal genesis, cannot be isolated in an analysis of this sort. Also, these data come from a wide variety of locations where mantle conditions may have been very different. Recall that the curves shown in Figures 6 pertain to one specified value of viscosity and permeability. These curves retain the same form but shift up and down in the theoretical plane depending on the value of these parameters. A comparison of the type shown in Figure 6 directly to estimate mantle temperatures at the time of crustal formation. Our simple calculations establish that at least spreading rate and preferably also upper mantle viscosity and permeability need to be specified to provide more meaningful estimates of paleotemperatures.
Control Data Set
Given that the type of compilation discussed above does not provide an adequate test of the phenomena predicted by the model calculations, we sought data located in an area where spreading rates are known to vary but also within a small enough region that it is reasonable to assume that mantle conditions remained nearly constant. That is, we require a data set for which spreading rate changes might dominate over changes in other parameters and for which crustal thickness We made an extensive search of the literature on crustal structure estimates to establish if suitable data sets for testing the predictions of model calculations exist. Ideally, we require data from regions where the mantle has maintained warmer temperatures and the spreading has varied from slow to intermediate rates. This region must also be small enough that large variations in upper mantle viscosity and permeability are unlikely. We have been unable to locate a suitable data set.
CONCLUSIONS
We have established that the effect of buoyancy-driven flow on crustal thickness is more important at slow spreading ridges than that at fast spreading ridges. Therefore small perturbations in mantle temperatures at slow spreading ridges will cause relatively large variations in crustal thickness. This is consistent with the compilation of the observed data. We can state the conclusion in a number of ways. Although melt produced at fast spreading centers is more abundant than that formed at slow spreading centers, this does not imply that melt produced per unit of separation at fast spreading centers is greater than that at slow spreading rates. One consequence of the interdependent relationship among spreading rate, mantle temperature, and crustal thickness (e.g., Figure 3) is that crust produced at a fast spreading rate may be thicker or thinner than Considered with regard to the production of crustal sections that are thicker than the average value of 7 km or so, ou{ results imply that elevated mantle temperatures are always required to produce thicker crust but that spreading rate becomes an increasingly important factor as average mantle temperatures increase (e.g., Figure 6 ). At elevated mantle temperatures, a reduction in spreading rates can increase the thickness of crust by about 25%. This increase can be considered relative to that produced by passive upwelling alone. If crustal thickness values are used to infer mantle temperature at the time of crustal genesis using a passive upwelling model, mantle temperatures will be systematically overestimated unless spreading rates are very high.
One caveat to the discussion above is that a variety of parameters that describe the properties of the mantle have a significant influence on the relationship between crustal thickness, spreading rate and mantle temperature. We investigated the effect of viscosity and permeability on crustal genesis because both of these affect buoyancy-driven flow and convection. We found that the form of the relationships do not change but that derived values of crustal thickness changed considerably. The present uncertainty in upper mantle viscosity and permeability is quite large, this further limiting attempts to derive meaningful estimates of mantle temperature from crustal thickness values.
Finally, one result from our investigation is that regional data sets of high-quality seismic measurements that could be used to test the predictions of theoretical calculations apparently need to be acquired. Data from the Blake Spur Fracture Zone area provided only a limited test that suggests that theory and observation are not in conflict. However, they do not establish a satisfactory test of the predictions.
